General Terms & Forms of Oppression

**General Terms**

**Prejudice**
Pre-judging or making a decision about a person or a group of people without sufficient knowledge. Prejudice is often based on stereotypes. No one is free of prejudice.

**Discrimination**
Denial of opportunities, justice and fair/equal treatment. Granting advantages to one group while denying opportunities to another. Both individuals and institutions can discriminate in many areas including: education, housing, political rights. Discrimination can follow prejudicial thinking, or be “unintentional.”

**Privilege**
Personal, societal and institutional advantages, entitlements, benefits, responsibilities, assumptions, choices and positive expectations granted to a person based on one’s membership in a dominant group. These benefits are often bestowed unintentionally, unconsciously, automatically & often invisible to the receiver. They include things that may seem to be basic rights, but when others are denied them, they become privileges.

**Stereotype**
An oversimplified generalization about a person or group of people without regard for individual differences. Even seemingly “positive” stereotypes that link a person/group to a specific “positive” trait can have negative consequences.

**Power**
Access to resources and institutions; the ability to exercise control, influence others & gain access to decision-makers to get what you want done.

**Oppression**
The systematic subjugation of a social group by another social group with access to institutional or systemic power. Individuals belonging to the dominant group have access to privilege and benefit at the expense of individuals in the subordinate group. Oppression = Power + Prejudice

**Internalized Superiority**
The involuntary acceptance of the stereotypes and false assumptions about about oppressed groups made by dominant culture. Includes acceptance of a belief in the inherent inferiority of the oppressed group as well as in the inherent superiority of one’s own privileged group. Internalized superiority creates an unearned sense of entitlement in
members of the privileged group, and can be expressed as a denial of the existence of oppression and as paternalism.

**Assimilation**
Adopting the values & characteristics of a dominant group, due to overt and subtle pressures of society that equates dominant characteristics with success.

**Ally**
A member of a dominant group who works to dismantle the oppression from which s/he benefits.

**Intersectionality**
The intersection where multiple forms of oppression come together. The experience of holding multiple oppressed or multiple dominant identities at the same time.

**Historical Trauma**
Cumulative emotional wounding across generations, which emanates from massive group trauma such as massacres, genocide, slavery, war and violence. Can include intergenerational transfer of traumatic responses.

**Forms of Oppression**

**RACISM**
A system of oppression based on race. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination of people of color. The category of race is a social/artificial construction based on physical differences and origin of ancestry, but has very real consequences.

\[
\text{Power} + \text{Racial Prejudice} = \text{RACISM}
\]

*Dominant:* White  
*Subordinate:* People of Color (Of Asian/ African/ Latin American/ Indigenous/ Multiracial backgrounds)

**SEXISM**
A system of oppression based on sex & gender. It is based on the idea that there are only two “normal”/ biological genders – male and female, and that one (male) is superior. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination against women.

\[
\text{Power} + \text{Gender Prejudice} = \text{SEXISM}
\]

*Dominant:* Men, people perceived to be male  
*Subordinate:* Women, people perceived to be female

**CISSEXISM**
A system of oppression based on gender identity. It is based on the idea that there are only two “normal”/biological genders – male and female,
and that your gender identity and expression must match your biological sex. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination of transgender, gender queer, intersex, and gender nonconforming people.

Power + Gender Prejudice = CISSEXISM

**Dominant:** Cisgender, Gender Conforming  
**Subordinate:** Transgender, Gender Queer, Intersex, Gender Nonconforming

**CLASSISM**

A system of oppression based on economic status. Highly shaped by existing form of capitalist economy. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination of poor & low-income people based on real or perceived economic status.

Power + Class Prejudice = CLASSISM

**Dominant:** Middle & Upper Class People  
**Subordinate:** Poor, Low-Income & Working Class People

**HETEROSEXISM**

A system of oppression based on sexual orientation. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination of people who are or who are perceived to be lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or queer (LGBQ). Homophobia is the fear of LGBQ people.

Power + Sexual Orientation Prejudice = HETEROSEXISM

**Dominant:** Heterosexual or “Straight” people  
**Subordinate:** LGBQ people

**ABLEISM**

A system of oppression based on mental/physical ability. Includes prejudice, exclusion and discrimination of people who have mental or physical disabilities or differences.

Power + Ability Prejudice = ABLEISM

**Dominant:** Able-bodied people  
**Subordinate:** People with disabilities
4 I’S OF OPPRESSION

Ideological Oppression

First, any oppressive system has at its core the idea that one group is somehow better than another, and in some measure has the right to control the other group. This idea gets elaborated in many ways—more intelligent, harder working, stronger, more capable, more noble, more deserving, more advanced, chosen, normal, superior, and so on. The dominant group holds this idea about itself. And, of course, the opposite qualities are attributed to the other group—stupid, lazy, weak, incompetent, worthless, less deserving, backward, abnormal, inferior, and so on.

Institutional Oppression

The idea that one group is better than another group and has the right to control the other gets embedded in the institutions of the society—the laws, the legal system and police practice, the education system and schools, hiring policies, public policies, housing development, media images, political power, etc. When a woman makes two thirds of what a man makes in the same job, it is institutionalized sexism. When one out of every four African-American young men is currently in jail, on parole, or on probation, it is institutionalized racism. When psychiatric institutions and associations “diagnose” transgender people as having a mental disorder, it is institutionalized gender oppression and transphobia. Institutional oppression does not have to be intentional. For example, if a policy unintentionally reinforces and creates new inequalities between privileged and non-privileged groups, it is considered institutional oppression.

Interpersonal Oppression

The idea that one group is better than another and has the right to control the other, which gets structured into institutions, gives permission and reinforcement for individual members of the dominant group to personally disrespect or mistreat individuals in the oppressed group. Interpersonal racism is what white people do to people of color up close—the racist jokes, the stereotypes, the beatings and harassment, the threats, etc. Similarly, interpersonal sexism is what men do to women—the sexual abuse and harassment, the violence directed at women, the belittling or ignoring of women's thinking, the sexist jokes, etc.

Most people in the dominant group are not consciously oppressive. They have internalized the negative messages about other groups, and consider their attitudes towards the other group quite normal.
No "reverse racism". These kinds of oppressive attitudes and behaviors are backed up by the institutional arrangements. This helps to clarify the confusion around what some claim to be "reverse racism". People of color can have prejudices against and anger towards white people, or individual white people. They can act out those feelings in destructive and hurtful ways towards whites. But in almost every case, this acting out will be severely punished. The force of the police and the courts, or at least a gang of whites getting even, will come crashing down on those people of color. The individual prejudice of black people, for example, is not backed up by the legal system and prevailing white institutions. The oppressed group, therefore, does not have the power to enforce its prejudices, unlike the dominant group.

For example, the racist beating of Rodney King was carried out by the institutional force of the police, and upheld by the court system. This would not have happened if King had been white and the officers black.

A simple definition of racism, as a system, is: RACISM = PREJUDICE + POWER.

Therefore, with this definition of the systemic nature of racism, people of color cannot be racist. The same formula holds true for all forms of oppression. The dominant group has its mistreatment of the target group embedded in and backed up by society's institutions and other forms of power.

Internalized Oppression

The fourth way oppression works is within the groups of people who suffer the most from the mistreatment. Oppressed people internalize the ideology of inferiority, they see it reflected in the institutions, they experience disrespect interpersonally from members of the dominant group, and they eventually come to internalize the negative messages about themselves. If we have been told we are stupid, worthless, abnormal, and have been treated as if we were all our lives, then it is not surprising that we would come to believe it. This makes us feel bad.

Oppression always begins from outside the oppressed group, but by the time it gets internalized, the external oppression need hardly be felt for the damage to be done. If people from the oppressed group feel bad about themselves, and because of the nature of the system, do not have the power to direct those feelings back toward the dominant group without receiving more blows, then there are only two places to dump those feelings—on oneself and on the people in the same group. Thus, people in any target group have to struggle hard to keep from feeling powerlessness or despair. They often tend to put themselves and others down, in ways that mirror the oppressive messages they have gotten all their lives. Acting out internalized oppression runs the gamut from passive powerlessness to violent aggression. It is important to understand that some of the internalized patterns of behavior originally developed to keep people alive—they had real survival value.
On the way to eliminating institutional oppression, each oppressed group has to undo the internalized beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that stem from the oppression so that it can build unity among people in its group, support its leaders, feel proud of its history, contributions, and potential, develop the strength to challenge patterns that hold the group back, and organize itself into an effective force for social change.

**Internalized Privilege/Dominance**

*Likewise, people who benefit the most from these systems internalize privilege.* Privileged people involuntarily accept stereotypes and false assumptions about oppressed groups made by dominant culture. Internalized privilege includes acceptance of a belief in the inherent inferiority of the oppressed group as well as the inherent superiority or normalcy of one’s own privileged group. Internalized privilege creates an unearned sense of entitlement in members of the privileged group, and can be expressed as a denial of the existence of oppression or paternalism.

**The Four "I's" As An Interrelated System**

It should be clear that none of these four aspects of oppression can exist separately. As the diagram below suggests, each is completely mixed up with the others. It is crucial to see any oppression as a system. It should also be clear that trying to challenge oppression in any of the four aspects will affect the other three.